Mr. Big Stuff – Jean Knight
(Key of Eb, 94 BPM) – Revised (outro) 2/20/13

I  BGV voc p/u to 3rd bar: “...Oh, yeah... Ooh”
   [(Eb) (Ab Bb Ab)]-2X

C  “Mr. Big Stuff, who do you think you are? Mr. Big Stuff, you’re never gonna get my love”
   [(Eb) (Ab Bb Ab)]-2X

V1  “Now because you wear all those fancy clothes...”
    BGV p/u to 3rd bar: “...Oh, yeah... Ooh” “...Oh, yeah... Ooh”
   [(Eb7) (Ab Ab/Bb)]-3X (Eb) (Ab Bb Ab)

C  (same) “Mr. Big Stuff, who do you think you are?...”

V2  (same) “Now I know all the girls I’ve seen you with...”

C  (same) “Mr. Big Stuff, tell me, tell me, who do you think...”

Soli (Cm) (F) (Ab) (Bb7-Bb7 Bb-Bb Bb-Ab) (Eb)

V3  (same) “I’d rather give my love to a poor guy that...”
    B/G voc p/u to 3rd bar: “...Oh, yeah... Ooh” “...Oh, yeah... Ooh”

Coda  {[(2-bar pattern)]-4X}2X
   {“Mr. Big Stuff, tell me who do you think you are”
   “Mr. Big Stuff, you’re never gonna get my love”
   “Mr. Big Stuff, you’re never gonna break my heart”
   “Mr. Big Stuff, you’re never gonna make me cry”}-2x

Soli (Cm) (F) (Ab) (Bb7-Bb7 Bb-Bb Bb-Ab) (Eb)